I. Introduction
Since their introduction l -3 into the literature of physics a few years ago, tachyons have stirred a lively debate among physicists. The debate has centered about the question of whether or not the existence of particles that travel with a velocity v > 1 (we employ units in which c = 1) would produce certain paradoxes concerning the concept of causality. In a field theory of tachyons l • 3.4 field commutators do not vanish for space-like separations. This makes it impossible to specify arbitrary Cauchy data for the field and has raised questions 3 • 5 concerning the localizability of tachyons. Problems concerning unitarity have also been raised. 6 Certain authors 7 have raised the question of whether the field equations that have been proposed would indeed exhibit superluminal effects and have suggested that the correct interpretation should be in terms of unstable modes. It appears 8 however that this issue is one of choosing those boundary conditions that make the solutions describe the sort of phenomena that one wishes to describe. It would appear that if a consistent, and hence paradox free, classical theory of tachyons exiSts, then an equivalent quantum field theory should exist also (at least to the extent that they exist for ordinary particles). We shall therefore consider only a classical (unquantized) picture of tachyons in this paper. 1 The primary objection that has been raised against the existence of classical tachyons is the possibility that using these particles one could propagate in- 9, 10 formation backwards in time thereby creating causal loops as paradoxes.
The sort of images that are conjured up by this possibility is illustrated by the fact that in one recent discussion 11 in the literature almost half of the references cited were to science fiction stories. All of the previous discussions of this question have employed situations in which tachyons were absorbed and .reemitted (or scattered) by at least two observers in order to produce the causal loop.
We shall not discuss such causal loops in this paper, rather we shall show that if we consider the Cherenkov radiation emitted by tachyons a further example of such questions concerning causality arise in the emission of even a single tachyon. The Cherenkov emission of electromagnetic radiation by charged tachyons has been examined by Alvager and Kreisler 12 and their results have 13 ' been applied in an attempt to detect such particles experimentally. The case of emission of graVitational radiation has been considered by Lapedes and~racobs14
and these authors have applied their results to the events recorded by Weber 15 and to the question of survival of tachyons from the ''big bang" creation of the universe.
Unfortunately these authors have all made the unwarranted assumption that a tachyon cannot radiate a photon or graviton that has more energy than the tachyon itself possesses. While this requirement is quite sensible for radiation by normal particles, the existence of negative energy states for tachyons 2.4 makes such a requirement unjustifiable in this case. In fact, this assumption 16 leads to an equation of motion for the tachyon that is not Lorentz invariant and would hence single out a preferred reference frame if it were correct.
In section II we shall derive a properly Lorentz covariant form for the Cherenkov drag force on a charged tachyon. In section III we shall show how the form of the acceleration, and hence the drag force, can be obtained, up to a multiplicative constant, from considerations of Lorentz invariance alone. In
Section IV the effect of acceleration on the drag force will be discussed (we conclude that it has no effect) and in Section V we will discuss the resulting form of the world line of a "free" tachyon and estimate the effect of Cherenkov emission of gravitational waves by a neutral tachyon. We will see that this world line implies that a tachyon, if left to itself, must always annihilate with an anti-tachyon and as a consequence arbitrary cauchy data may not be specified for a "free" tachyon even in the classical case.
II. Lorentz Invariant Form of the Drag Force
It was first pointed out by Sommerfeld 1 7 that a charged particle moving with a uniform velocity v > 1 would experience a drag force associated with the emission of electromagnetic radiation. With the advent of relatiVity theory Sommerfelds result was forgotten until Frank and Tamm18. 19 showed that the phenomenon of Cherenkov radiation was essentially that investigated by Sommerfeld. Indeed, the two theories are mathematically almost identical. 20 In the theory of the Cherenkov effect a particle whose velocity exceeds the speed of light in the medium through which it is passing, nv > 1 where n is the index of refraction, loses energy according to the formula 18. 19 ( 1) where n(w) is the frequency dependent index of refraction and the integral extends over all frequencies (w > 0) for which vn(w) > 1. In the case of a charged tachyon v > 1 and n = 1 independent of frequency we therefore have
which is clearly divergent. This is related to the fact, well known to Sommerfeld 17 that the electromagnetic field of a point charge is singular on the shock front or "Mach cone" having the particle as its apex. This leads to a divergent expression for the Poynting vector of the radiation and hence for the retarding or drag force on the particle.
Until now the solution to this problem employed in the literature 12. 14 has been to appeal to the quantum nature of the eniission process and the statement that a particle cannot emit a photon with more energy than the particle possesses.
With this principle we have
where /-L is the "rest" mass of the tachyon and p is its momentum
However, this result is clearly not Lorentz invariant 16 ; a particle losing energy as in (3) would asymptotically approach zero energy. Zero energy is not an invariant notion, however; in another Lorentz frame the particle would be seen to approach some other, non-zero, energy in violation of (3). Hence equation (3) cannot be a law of nature describing a particle moving in free space.
On closer inspection the principle on which (3) was based can be seen to be incorrect. Since negative energy states of tachyons can be obtained from positive energy states by a Lorentz transformation 2 ,4 the requirement liw~E eannot be an invariant one. For if it is fulfilled in one Lorentz frame, one can always find a frame in which the recoil tachyon has negative energy and hence the condition is violated. According to the reinterpretation principle 2 • 4 the process would appear as a tachyon-antitachyon annihilation process in the latter frame.
One might be led to believe that the condition 1rw~E could be employed by ruling out annihilation processes from consideration, but for tachyons such a separation cannot be made in an invariant manner and any properly Lorentz invariant treatment of one process must automatically include the other.
The essential solution to the problem was also known to Sommerfeld. He pointed out that one could obtain a finite drag force if one considered an extended charge distribution. He obtained a drag force energy loss formula
which is also not Lorentz invariant.
The reason for the non-invariance of (4) is simply that Sommerfeld con-
sidered a rigid spherical distribution of charge with radius a 0 which is a prerelativity concept. Clearly what one must do to obtain an invariant expression for dw/dt is to consider not a rigid sphere but a deformable charge distribution whose shape undergoes a Lorentz extension (it is an extension for particles with v > 1 rather than a contraction as in the usual case) 2. Such a distribution would be given by
where 'Y s ;: (V 2 -1) -1/2 and v is in the z direction.
In the appendix we show that the effect of a (cylindrically symmetric) distributed charge on equation (2) is .to replace it with (6) where P(k 1 , k z) is the Fourier-Bessel transform of the charge distribution,
i.e.
and w = vk z • For a point charge p(k 1 , k z ) = e and we recover (2) .
We shall now assume with Sommerfeld that where k = (kl + k~)1/2 for a rigid sphere of radius a o and
for a Lorentz deformable sphere. For the quantity in equation (6) we have
where for a rigid sphere and
for a deformable one. Inserting expression (8) for P in equation (6) We shall see that equation (9) is a Lorentz invariant expression that leads to an invariant world line for a charged tachyon moving in a vacuum.
To see that (9) 
where (10) is the 4-acceleration of the particle. Equation (10) is a 4-vector equation and hence covariant.
III. Derivation From Invariance
The form of equation (10) can be inferred simply from considerations of Lorentz invariance combined with the fact that in empty space the only direction that can be unambiguously defined is that of the particle's velocity. Consider a free charged tachyon in empty space, its acceleration can depend on nothing but its velocity with perhaps an overall constant depending upon intrinsic properties of the particle. Moreover, it must depend on the particle's 4-velocity in a Lorentz covariant manner. This means that the dependence must be of the form
where A is the 4-acceleration and U is the 4-velocity. Now since two 4-velocities U' and U are related by a Lorentz transformation U' = ru we must have, since A is a 4-vector
In other words, to go from A(U) to A(U') one simply applies the Lorentz transformation to A that carried U into U'. Since the length of a 4-vector is preserved under a Lorentz transformation we have
Since the 4-acceleration is always orthogonal to the 4-velocity we also have
Since A must be a unique function of U we may write
where f(v) is an as yet unspecified function of the three velocity and a is a unit three vector. From (13) we have a 4 = a' vand since a must be uniquely specified by vwe must have a=v. From (12) we have
so we are led to the final form
which is of the same form as equation (10) .
Since we have
This may be integrated to give 
and the world line is the invariant hyperbola whose asymptotes are the light cone with apex at X o t to.
This demonstrates that the energy loss formula (9) and the resulting acceleration (10) do yield an invariant equation of motion and world line for a tachyon in a vacuum in contrast to the previously used formula (3).
IV. The Effect of Acceleration
Our expression for the energy loss rate (9) and resulting acceleration (10) of a charged tachyon in free space have been derived in a standard manner for describing Cherenkov radiation, namely by assuming the particle to be unaccelerated. Such a derivation would appear to be inherently self-contradictory; a finite acceleration is derived by assuming no acceleration. The results of the calculation are not necessarily wrong, however, provided one can show that the acceleration of the particle does not alter the instantaneous drag force of the radiation reaction. This would not have to be true for an acceleration in general but just for the particular hyperbolic motion derived in section III.
Unfortunately, so far as the present author is aware, there is no general theory of radiation reaction for particles with v > 1. The well known method of Dirac 21 does not appear to be applicable in this situation;2 In this method the radiation field is assumed to be given by
where Fiitand Fidi are the retarded and advanced solutions of Maxwell's equare a v tions. Inserting (21) into the equation of motion (22) yields the well known formula for radiation reaction
The existence of the two solutions Fret and F adv is due to the fact that a particle with v < 1 always intersects the backward light cone of any field point once and the forward light cone of the same field point once. For a particle with a constant v > 1, however, the light cones of a given field point may be intersected either twice on the backward cone, twice on the forward cone, or not at all 20, 23. Therefore such a partition of the field as required by the Dirac method does not seem to be possible.
Teitelboim24 has shown that the Lorentz-Dirac equation of motion may be derived without reference to advanced fields. The total field of a particle is singular on the world line of a particle making any straight forward application of (22) meaningless but Teitelboim has shown that for a particle with v < 1 this singularity may be separated out (mass renormalization) in an invariant manner by defining the field on the particle's world line using a suitable averaging procedure. Unfortunately, in the case of a point particle with v > 1 the singularity of the field is much worse and the procedure of Teitelboim breaks down. This is due in part to the fact that one of the unit vectors normal to a world line with v > 1 is time like and the components of such a vector are unbounded in the averaging procedure.
These difficulties are not surprising considering that the radiation reaction force is infinite for a point particle with v >1 even when it is unaccelerated.
This would indicate that the general solution must be sought within the context of extended particle theories. The obvious complexity of such a theory places it well beyond the scope of the present paper.
However, it is our claim that such a general solution is unnecessary. We have seen that the form of the acceleration, and thus the drag force, can be deduced, up to a multiplicative constant, from very general considerations of invariance. The only thing that must be derived from an explicit theory is this constant coefficient.
From equation (18) Because of the above argument we therefore assert that equation (10) is the correct equation of motion for a charged tachyon in free space even though acceleration was neglected in its derivation.
V. Discussion
We have seen in the foregoing that for a classical theory of Cherenkov radiation by a charged tachyon to be Lorentz invariant we must consider the tachyon to be an extended, deformable particle and that annihilation with an antitachyon must be considered as an intimate part of the same process. Indeed, the only wayan observer could interpret the world line of equation (20) under the reinterpretation principle 2,4 is as representing a particle and antiparticle approaching each other along a common line of motion, each of them losing energy via Cherenkov radiation. At the exact instant that they both become transcendent (v = OJ, E = 0) they meet and annihilate at z = zo' t = to -11K = to -(8ag 1ge
2 ).
There is no annihilation radiation as such since at the moment of annihilation both particles have E = o.
If we consider the distance to the point of inevitable annihilation as the range of the tachyon we may write an extremely simple range-energy formula. Since To obtain any further results we must choose values for the size, charge, etc. of the particle. In the following we shall assume for concreteness that our tachyon has the same charge and mass as the electron and that its size is of the same order as the electron's Compton wavelength. We then have by the constant ge 2/8a~, a tachyon in a constant electric field would not necessarily reach a steady state energy as was claimed by these authors. If on the other hand we give our tachyon the largest energy ever seen in a cosmic-ray particle, 10 20 eV, we obtain a range of 11 km so we may be sure that such particles do not arrive from astronomical distances.
The above theory applies not only to charged tachyons but to neutral tachyons which should Cherenkov radiate graVitational radiation. 14 . 16,25 The wave equation of general relatiVity is nonlinear and such nonlinearity would be most manifest in the vicinity of the Cherenkov shock front. However, if the particle is large compared to its Schwarzschild radius, Gm, non-linear effects should be small. We may adapt our range formula (25) so such particles could well be of astronomical origin.
(26)
If, on the other hand, we consider particles of protonic mass equations (25) and (26) We can see from the above that charged tachyons will have a range that is quite short even for energies as large as the most energetic cosmic rays. We will discuss the implications of this shortly. Neutral tachyons which are coupled only to the gravitational field have ranges that are of cosmological scale in striking contrast to their charged counterparts. Such particles, however, would be essentially undetectable since to be detectable they must have a coupling to normal matter of a reasonable strength. Such a coupling is characterized by the square of a "change" that is shared by the particle and other matter.
Such a "charge" however would mean that the tachyon would emit the appropriate intermediate field via Cherenkov radiation and therefore have a range that was inversely proportional to the square of that charge, i.e. the range against emission of mesons via the strong interactions would be '" 137 times shorter than that for photon emission. We must assume, therefore, that any tachyons that we may readily detect or produce in the laboratory will have ranges comparable to or shorter than the electromagnetic ones given by (25) and (25').
This leads to a curious result.
We should first of all note that the total world line of the tachyon must be of finite length. If it is not, it approaches arbitrarily near the light cone and the energy is unbounded. This means that if one can create a tachyon and send it off in a given direction, its antiparticle must be created out along that direction somewhere with just the right direction and energy to meet the original tachyon at their duly appointed place of annihilation. To see that this can cause trouble, consider the creation of a 10 20 eV tachyon of electronic charge and mass sent off in the direction of the moon. As we have seen, its range to annihilation is 11 km. If its anti-particle is created on the moon in order to have sufficient range to reach the annihilation point, it would need an energy at point of origin '" 10 24 eVe This situation quickly gets out of hand if, instead of the moon, we aim our tachyon at the nearest star.
The problem is clear; we may not employ "particles coming in from infinity" when applying the reinterpretation principle here. The incoming antiparticles must have a real source at a finite distance and the closer the better.
When an experimenter creates a tachyon moving in a given direction, a source of anti-tachyons must be somewhere out along that direction. The only escape from this conclusion is to assert that if there is no anti-tachyon source in that direction, the experimenter will be forbidden, in some as yet unknown manner, to send his tachyon in that direction.
These considerations, of course, do not establish the non-existence of tachyons. They do indicate, however, that if they exist in a meaningful way the physics of such particles is going to appear very strange.
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APPENDIX
We begin with the wave equation for the potential
(A-l) 
